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LEGAL DISCLAIMER 

www.sandotoken.io

It is requested to read this legal disclaimer section with full attention. In 

case of any doubt, the consultancy should be taken from the legal, 

financial, tax, or another professional law practitioner. All the items of 

information given below are not to be given exhaustively and can never be 

considered a part of various contractual relationships. It is our utmost desire 

that the information given in this white paper would be accurate, up to date 

and all the products, services, technical architecture, token distribution, 

company timelines, moreover, all these materials could have changed 

without any notice and they can never be considered a binding agreement of 

the professional advice


This white paper does not bound any individual to enter into any contract or 

enter into any binding legal commitment to the contribution. This white paper 

also does not constitute any form or any part of any opinion which can be 

considered advice, or which can sell, or which can solicit any ofer by 

Trillions to purchase our token nor shall it be considered a part of any efect 

which can be used for the formation of a contract or investment decisions. 

This white paper also does not have any capacity to bind any person to enter 

into any contract or consider it a binding legal commitment to the 

contribution of the whitepaper


It is also announced that the white paper has not been examined by any 

regulatory authority and it has not been approved by any legal firm so the 

information given in this white paper cannot be taken under the laws or any 

regulatory authority or any rules of any jurisdiction. It is hereby announced 

that its publication, its distribution, its dissemination do not imply the 

applicable laws, the regulatory requirements, and the available rules


No sales nor any cryptocurrency or any other form of payment can never 

be accepted based on this white paper. But be sure that any advancement 

or any date or any new information of this token will be made available for 

the private and public contributors
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Introduction
This white paper describes a decentralized Ethereum based cryptocurrency in a 

reader-friendly manner. We are creating an ecosystem that will provide interest 

to their token holders as well as an opportunity for everyone to enjoy digital 

assets in the shape of NFT, as we as by ofering the liquidity pool in our 

ecosystem


Sando Token will be a whole ecosystem that will provide features like Staking , 

NFT ecosystem, liquidity pool, and Metaverse. Sando Token will develop its own 

unique NFT collection soon and will connect the decentralized community. Our 

NFT collections are unique in that only one may exist, and they are diicult to 

duplicate. As a result, it's safe to suppose that you'll be one of the few people 

who have these treasures.


Staking will allow users to earn yield in a form of Sando Token. We are 

revolutionizing the market with a more open, accessible, and fair global 

inancial system with a decentralized Blockchain-powered crypto swapping. 

Unlike, other conventional platforms, our wallet allows investors to generate 

more value to user's crypto-assets


Sando Token will create new standards in crypto space and specially in 

Ethereum Blockchain. The goal of the Sando Token is to integrate metaverse 

and NFT to real world.

2www.sandotoken.io



Mission
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Sando Token is a decentralized platform built on a Ethereum blockchain with a 

mission to create a community-driven ecosystem that empowered the holders 

to better their inancial condition. Our mission has always been to make it as 

simple as possible to buy and sell cryptocurrency, while also being a leader in 

security, reliability, and custody as well as helping the community people at the 

same time�

� Operate as a community-focused and community-driven digital asset, fully 

decentralized in every sense of the word�

� Provide every holder with simple and efective ways to gain exposure to 

digital assets�

� Decrease volatility and increase positive price pressure in digital asset 

staking�

� We envision building a new brand gaming industry�

� Lower the barrier for entry to a more advanced inancial ecosystem�

� Stake your NFT, earn tokens and use it on our own marketplace to buy or sell 

diferent things�

� Our main goal is to launch Exchange and Metaverse ecosystem.

www.sandotoken.io
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vision
The Sando Token network is built with no restrictions in mind, allowing users to 

friendly, and transparent Platform. We will develop a novel ecosystem to bring 

more people into digital assets. Sando Token will create new standards in 

crypto space and especially in Ethereum platform. Sando Token is going to 

create a revolutionary ecosystem to bring more people into digital assets, 

helping to earn a passive income through redistribution/reflection, by stake the 

token long-term, along with maintaining their privacy, security, and autonomy 

along with digital and social problems.


Our NFTs will bring more utility to the token and will grow with arts from the 

community. We also want to launch many decentralized programs like 

Metaverse, Liquidity pool, and Staking. We also envision to create an 

revolutionary exchange system for our stakeholders. We strive to create an 

ecosystem based on sound monetary policies, with a sound and solid 

decentralized foundation, that should be expected with the Sando Token digital 

asset.

www.sandotoken.io
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1 Greater Liquidity

Sando Token will enable us to extract liquidity from illiquid assets that are 

physically tough to divide. Tokenization will increase liquidity by allowing us 

to buy or sell a fraction of an asset, such as NFTs, and will lock up funds 

rather than the investor.

2 Transactional Freedom

One of  Sando Token's greatest advantages is that it may be used to 

exchange value between two parties. This can be done without the 

involvement of a third party, making the transaction more open and 

resistant to censorship.

3

Each token can easily represent a fraction of the total value of an asset. 

This lowers the hurdles to entry and allows everyone to own a fraction of an 

asset like a property or an NFT, making the business more accessible to 

investors. They could also refer to the right to a percentage of the earnings 

on an asset's value, or even voting rights in the case of equity in a company.

Fractional Ownership

core values of


SandO Token

www.sandotoken.io
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Sando Token staking
Sando Token works on the ERC-20 platform, which is eco-friendly, working 

on a proof of stake ERC staking ensures users' funds are safe by leveraging 

efective security measures and providing Secure Asset Fund for Users (SAFU). 

Our staking method at the time of writing is arguably one of the safest and most 

eco-friendly methods (for cryptocurrency) to earn passive income.


The platform stores all staked coins using a secure wallet and a double-

checking system. As more and more people, including institutional investors, 

realize the crypto market's lucrativeness, crypto staking is fast becoming a 

trend of earning passive income by simply holding or locking funds in a wallet.


Since staking cryptos requires some technical crypto know-how and damming 

requirements, Sando Token staking platforms come in handy to allow investors, 

even those without technical knowledge of cryptos, to stake PoS coins and earn 

rewards. For only a percentage of your staking rewards, the staking platform 

lends you their technical expertise and validates stakes on your behalf, enabling 

you to earn passive income. The substantial growth of crypto staking has seen a 

boom in staking platforms allowing investors to earn staking rewards 

seamlessly. If you're thinking of making passive income through staking Then 

Sando Token is a fantastic option.

www.sandotoken.io
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Why Stake your SANDO?
Staking is the act of locking up SANDO Token to give you the right to 

participate in block proposals on the network. Anyone who holds even a small 

amount of SANDO Token can consider staking. SANDO staking on Ethereum is 

the platinum standard for staking. It provides full participation rewards, 

improves the decentralization of the network, and never requires trusting 

anyone else with your funds. Staking is a public good for the SANDO ecosystem. 

Any user with any amount of SANDO can help secure the network and earn 

rewards in the process


SANDO staking comes with more responsibility, but provides you with maximum 

control over your funds and staking setup


Rewards are given for actions that help the network reach consensus. You'll get 

rewards for running software that properly batches transactions into new 

blocks and checks the work of other validators because that's what keeps the 

chain running securely


The network gets stronger against attacks as more SANDO is staked, as it then 

requires more SANDO to control a majority of the network. To become a threat, 

you would need to hold the majority of validators, which means you'd need to 

control the majority of SANDO in the system–that's a lot


Stakers don't need energy-intensive computers to participate in a proof-of-

stake system–just a home computer/laptop or smartphone. This will make 

SANDO better for the environment


Earn rewards


Better security


More sustainable


www.sandotoken.io
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BENEFITS OF STAking
NO HARDWARE IS REQUIRED
Unlike proof of work, there is no need of 

speciic equipment or hardware for crypto 

staking. Proof of hold works with no 

equipment requirements. The only requirement 

is to hold the TOKENS for an interval of time 

by the holders on any exchange.

PASSIVE INCOME
Stakeholders earn incentives by holding and 

controlling their digital wealth. Passive income 

for the beneiciary is the reward of holding.

SCALABILITY
In the Blockchain world, scalability is a 

concept that is often used. It refers to a 

computational process's potential to be use do 

generate in a variability of ways. Proof of 

holds protocols, as shown by Sando Token 

higher transaction outputs and lower fees, 

make for greater scalability.

ECO-FRIENDLy
One of the major beneits for staking Token is 

that it dont needs continuous supply of 

energy to validate the Transaction. So it is eco 

Friendly in nature.

MORE COST-EFFECTIVE
Proof of hold blockchains are always 

inexpensive and less energy-consuming 

platforms with no particular and expensive 

hardware requirements. Unlike proof of work 

chains, PoS is more cost-efective and eco-

friendly. So, the holders can earn more passive 

income by using the SCI platform.

HIGHLY SECURED WITH THE 

HELP OF SMART CONTRACT
The biggest issue in the modern world is 

security and privacy, and Sando  provides a 

swift and stable portal that is backed by the 

Sando ecosystem making him superior to 

others. Sando Token is ofering a highly secure 

and fast platform to the users for holding 

crypto.

ECO-FRIENDLy

MORE COST- 

EFFECTIVE

HIGHLY SECURED 

WITH THE HELP OF 

SMART CONTRACT

NO HARDWARE 

IS REQUIRED

PASSIVE INCOME

SCALABILITY

www.sandotoken.io
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Sando Token nft
Sando Token NFT is a vital part of our ecosystem dealing with NFT'S. Sando 

Token Non-fungible tokens (NFTs) are unique, non-interchangeable assets, 

minted on-Blockchain. These will be linked to anything from the digital Sando 

Token. The core attributes of Sando Token NFTs give them unique value and 

categorically separate them from other types of assets. These properties 

include being veriiably unique and indivisible. The transparent nature of the 

underlying code means that the scarcity and ownership of any given token are 

evident without the need for a trusted intermediary.


We view the emergence of NFTs as a continuation of a paradigm shift from 

centralized to decentralized systems. This framework is now unlocking fresh 

business models for the creators of digital and physical collectibles. Sando 

Token is a widely known NFT project.  The underlying token for each Sando 

Token encodes a unique genome that deines its appearance, traits, and 

hereditary lineage. Sando Token cannot be replicated and cannot be 

transferred without the user's permission.

www.sandotoken.io
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NFTs are rapidly sweeping the world of digital art and collectibles. Digital 

artists' lives is being transformed as a result of massive sales to a new crypto-

audience. Non-fungible is an economic word that can be used for objects like 

furniture, music iles, and computers. Because of their unique features, some 

goods cannot be substituted for other items


Fungible goods, on the other hand, can be swapped because their worth, not 

their unique features, characterizes them. At any given time, an NFT can only 

have one owner. The unique ID and metadata that no other token can replicate 

are used to manage ownership. Smart contracts that assign ownership and 

govern the transferability of NFTs are used to create them


The NFT technology gives you the peace of mind that no matter what happens 

to the blockchain, nodes will always be operational. As a result, nothing can 

really happen to the information. This is due not only to the money they produce, 

but also to the money they safeguard


The Sando Token Universal Marketplace allows all players in the game to 

purchase and sell any asset type, as well as publish job postings for in-game 

jobs that are compensated. The bulk of the assets traded in the Marketplace 

will have been earned via in-game activities. It is also a place to keep track of 

assets acquired through pre-sale and idea sales. Other participants will either 

put bids or accept the price limit as is. All assets are considered deflationary 

due to the permanent loss during regular economic activity. Unlike typical 

online games, this deflationary asset-burning mechanism ensures that assets 

are unique and limited in availability.

Sando Token nft marketplace

www.sandotoken.io
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Benefits of NFT

Security

The NFT technology gives you the peace of mind that no matter what 

happens to the blockchain, nodes will always be operational. As a result, 

nothing can really happen to the information. This is due not only to the 

money they produce, but also to the money they safeguard.

Copyright

One of the most signiicant beneits of the NFT technology is that it allows 

artists and content creators to keep full copyright ownership. In most 

licencing agreements, this is not the case. This permits them to continue to 

make money without having to give up their copyrights.

Resellable

The majority of people will get involved with NFTs in order to make money. 

Reselling them is a lucrative business for many people. Investing in NFTs for 

resale value can result in massive gains.

Unique

They are unique in that only one may exist, and they are diicult to duplicate. 

As a result, it's safe to suppose that you'll be one of the few people who has 

these treasures.

www.sandotoken.io
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Liquidity Pool
Liquidity providers receive Sando Token for providing liquidity.  Users pay fees 

for trading on DEX, which is allocated to liquidity providers depending on the 

quantity of LP tokens or percent share they own in the pool. LP may sufer a 

temporary loss as a result of providing liquidity, and they may not get the same 

number of tokens back


The primary goal is to keep the holder informed about the Sando Token 

performance by avoiding whale dips when they are used in a mass trade-of.


Sando Token secret is LP. We have a function here that serves as a dual-

beneicial implementation for holders. To establish a stable price floor. Second, 

the penalty serves as an arbitrage-resistant mechanism, ensuring that the 

volume of the Sando Token remains safe as a reward for the holders. In principle, 

the additional LP provides stability by adding the tax to the token's total 

liquidity, thus raising the token's overall LP and maintaining the token's price 

floor.


The price stability of the Sando Token LP mimics this function, with the added 

advantage of a irm price floor and cushion for holders. The aim is to avoid 

bigger drops in the price when whales opt to sell their tokens later in the game, 

which prevents the price from changing as much as it would if the LP 

mechanism wasn't in place.


All of this is in an attempt to address some of the issues with the existing 

reflection tokens. For these reasons, we are sure that our system and protocol 

will triumph over outdated reflection tokens are sure that our system and 

protocol will triumph over outdated reflection tokens


Liquidity refers to the eiciency or ease with which an asset or security can be 

converted into ready cash without afecting its market price. The most liquid 

asset of all is cash itself. Liquidity refers to the ease with which an asset, or 

security, can be converted into ready cash without afecting its market price!

� Cash is the most liquid of assets, while tangible items are less liquid. The two 

main types of liquidity include market liquidity and accounting liquidity

� Current, quick, and cash ratios are most commonly used to measure liquidity.

www.sandotoken.io
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Sando Token exchange

It is an easy, fast, and secure exchange in a truly decentralized way. We are 

going to create an ecosystem where people will launch their own decentralized 

exchange. It is a peer-to-peer (P2P) that connects buyers and sellers where the 

people can exchange their token to the desired one. The Exchange is non-

custodial, meaning a user remains in control of their private keys when 

transacting on a DEX platform. 

Advantages 

1-No KYC/AML
KYC/AML (Know Your Customer and Anti-

Money Laundering) compliance is the norm for 

OUR exchanges. For regulatory reasons, 

individuals must often submit identity 

documentation and proof of address. Our DEX 

doesn’t demand any of documents for 

veriication purposes make the user 

completely anonymous.

2-Aditional Features
° Powerful Matching Engin·

° Multi-layer Securit

° Instant KYC and AML Veriicatio 

° Preferred Trader Selectio 

° Admin Pane¯

° Support Team

www.sandotoken.io
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Sando Token Wallet

Wallets are applications that let you interact with your crypto account. Think of 

it like an internet banking app – without the bank. Your wallet lets you read your 

balance, send transactions and connect to applications. You need a wallet to 

send funds and manage your SANDO


Your wallet is only a tool for managing your SANDO account. That means you 

can swap wallet providers at any time. Many wallets also let you manage 

several SANDO accounts from one application. That's because wallets don't 

have custody of your funds, you do. They're just a tool for managing what's 

really yours


Most wallet products will let you generate a wallet account. So you don't need 

worry before you download a wallet4

( A wallet account is an entity that can send transactions and has a balance4

( A wallet account has an Ethereum address, like an inbox has an email 

address. You can use this to send funds to an account4

( A wallet is a product that lets you manage your wallet account. It allows you 

to view your account balance, send transactions, and more


A crypto wallet & gateway to blockchain apps, Start exploring blockchain 

applications in seconds. Trusted by over 30 million users worldwide


Trust Wallet is a decentralized multi-coin cryptocurrency wallet. Buy crypto, 

explore DApps, swap assets, and more while keeping control of your keys4

( In a decentralized wallet, you hold the keys to your cryptocurrency wallet4

( A user controlled wallet, only the user has control over their funds4

( Has access to DApps unlike centralized wallets4

( Does not keep any personal information4

( Main goal is Making Crypto More Accessible


A friendly crypto wallet , Phantom makes it safe & easy for you to store, buy, 

send, receive, swap tokens and collect NFTs on the Solana blockchain.

Metamas


Trust Walle


Phanto


www.sandotoken.io
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metaverse

The Sando Token is a virtual world where players can create, control, and 

monetize their game experiences using currency, the platform's utility token, on 

the Ethereum blockchain


Our goal is to provide a fully immersive metaverse where players may 

collaborate to develop virtual worlds and games without the need for a 

centralized authority. By giving artists actual ownership of their projects as 

non-fungible tokens (NFTs) and rewarding their participation with our utility 

token – Sando Token – we hope to upset incumbent game makers like Minecraft 

and Roblox


The centralized ownership and control of user-generated material in the present 

game market restricts creative rights and ownership. Players are unable to 

generate fair value for their creations because of central control over the selling 

of virtual items made by them. Furthermore, proving creative ownership of 

works can be challenging, especially as content is copied, edited, and 

expanded upon


We are introducing multiverse survival games on this platform. To participate in 

these games gamers need to buy Sando Token. Sando Token "metaverse survive 

Games" are now available. Survivors NFTs and Sando Token holders will be able 

to play the game online. Multiplayer games will be added, with gamers receiving 

their character special powers in battle based on NFT traits, such as legendary 

NFT holders receiving the most advanced game character enabled to play the 

game. The winners of the dual ighting game will receive Sando Token as a prize. 

Participants have to survive to earn rewards and Sando Token


www.sandotoken.io
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utility of Sando Token
Twenty years after peer-to-peer (P2P) ile-sharing decimated the inancial 

industry, blockchain is emerging as a new P2P technology that could rip the 

industry anew


But this time, the revolution promises to be diferent. Whereas digital and 

pirated work once wreaked havoc on the industry of developers and creators at 

large (from creators to common users, none were spared), a blockchain-based 

earning business model for creators, artists, and developers pledges to boost 

the networking and investment opportunities, traveling waivers and beneits


Sando Token is exactly the dream coming into reality for NFT devotees all over 

the world, helping them and artists with no boundaries. users can create, trade, 

buy sell their favorite avatar, This will not only be a universal currency for digital 

assets and work transaction medium but a sign of security of the authenticity of 

the work


www.sandotoken.io
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WHY SHOULD YOU Invest in


Sando Token?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Fractional Ownership

Quick and straightforward process

Transactional Freedom

Greater Liquidity

Short Settlement Times

Easy Transactions

Incredible Security

?

www.sandotoken.io
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WHY SHOULD YOU Invest in


Sando Token?

Incredible Security

Sando Token prefers to employ secure Platforms like open-sea and raribles 

because our platform is based on blockchain security. This could be one of 

Sando Token's most reliable advantages. Unlike other platforms, it is more 

secure.

Easy Transactions

Transactions can be carried out quickly, at a cheap cost, and in a more 

private manner than most other types of transactions. Anyone can send and 

receive a variety of NFTs using a simple smartphone app, hardware wallet, 

or exchange wallet.

Short Settlement Times

While some people are just interested in investing in our ecosystem for the 

sake of capital gains, others may beneit from the opportunity to use tokens 

as a medium of exchange.

Greater Liquidity

Sando Token will enable us to extract liquidity from illiquid assets that are 

physically tough to divide. Tokenization will increase liquidity by allowing us 

to buy or sell a fraction of an asset, such as NFTs, and will lock up funds 

rather than the investor.

www.sandotoken.io
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WHY SHOULD YOU Invest in


Sando Token?

Transactional Freedom

One of Sando Token's greatest advantages is that it may be used to exchange 

value between two parties. This can be done without the involvement of a 

third party, making the transaction more open and resistant to censorship.

Quick and straight forward process

A Sando Token transaction is usually a simple and quick process. NFT can be 

moved from one digital wallet to another, for example, with just a 

smartphone or PC.

Fractional Ownership

Each token can easily represent a fraction of the total value of an asset. 

This lowers the hurdles to entry and allows everyone to own a fraction of an 

asset like a property or an NFT, making the business more accessible to 

investors. They could also refer to the right to a percentage of the earnings 

on an asset's value, or even voting rights in the case of equity in a company.

www.sandotoken.io
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Tokenomics

Copy and Paste SANDO Token Address

0x98401e4314E069c06078e76D62CA4141621BF414

How to add  SANDO TOKEN in your METAMASK

STEP 2 STEP 3 STEP 4 FinishedSTEP 1

www.sandotoken.io

SANDO TOKEN DETAILS

Name SANDO  TOKEN

Symbol SANDO

Decimal 18

Token Standard ERC-20

Max supply 100,000,000,000,000 Tokens

0x98401e4314E069c06078e76D62CA4141621BF414Address

:

:

:

:

:

:
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15% Founder

25% Airdrop

20% Private Sale

5% Seed Sale

5% Pre-Sale (ICO)

10% Reserve

5% Public Sale (DEX) 

5% Public Sale (CEX)

5% Marketing

5% Pool liquidity

Airdrop

Vesting PeriodSupply % of Total Supply Number of Tokens

Seed Sale

Private Sale

Pre-Sale (ICO)

Public Sale (DEX)

Public Sale (CEX)

Marketing

Pool Liquidity

Founder

Loceked for 8 month

from date of purchase

Loceked for 8 month

from date of purchase

Loceked for 8 month

from date of purchase

Locked for 90 day

from date of purchase

Fully Unlocked 

Fully Unlocked 

Fully Unlocked 

Fully Unlocked 

Locked for 8 months

Fully Unlocked Reserve

25%

5%

20%

5%

5%

5%

5%

5%

15%

10%

25,000,000,000,000

5,000,000,000,000

20,000,000,000,000

5,000,000,000,000

5,000,000,000,000

5,000,000,000,000

5,000,000,000,000

5,000,000,000,000

15,000,000,000,000

10,000,000,000,000

Tokenomics

www.sandotoken.io
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ROADMAP

10% Airdrop Sando Token 1st Collection


5% Seed Sale


20% Private Sale


5% Pre-Sale (ICO)


Whitepaper


NFT Marketplace of Oceansky and Sandora


Launch website Oceansky.io and Sandora.io


Create Social Networks


Start marketing Campaigns


Build a Strong Community

Quarter 1

55% Airdrop Sando Token 3rd Collection


5% Public Sale (CEX)


Sando Labs


Launch Mobile App Version


Multichain Connect with Lightning Network


Launch Metaverse Game


Sando Interest Version 2.0

Quarter 2

5% Airdrop Sando Token 2nd Collection


5% Public Sale (DEX)


Multichain Connect with Polygon


Playform Status Feature


Sando Pool Liquidity


Metaverse Marketplace of Metasando


Launch website Metasando.io


Membership System: Stake and Interest


Sando Interest Version 1.0

Quarter 3

5% Airdrop Sando Token


Sando Chain Network


Sando Interest Version 3.0


Sando Wallet


Metaverse Game


Metaverse Shopping Mall

Quarter 4

www.sandotoken.io
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Future changes

World changes

We change


